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 Abstract 

1 Abstract 
The transcriptome is the full set of all messenger RNA (mRNA) molecules in a cell. Sequencing RNA molecules 
by high throughput sequencing (RNA-seq) is a useful tool for the study of transcriptomes.  The Sequencing by 
Oligo Ligation Detection (SOLiD) sequencer generates up to 400 reads per run. Mapping or aligning the 
obtained sequences to a reference genome requires a large amount of resources, and efficient use of the 
available hardware. Therefore a benchmarking was set up to determine the fastest and most accurate 
alignment program suited for SOLiD color space data (SHRiMP, SOCS, mapreads, Maq, BFAST and CLCBio). To 
explore the mapped data a web based browser was developed, because available genome browsersare not fast 
enough and do not allow to upload the amount of data involved by RNA-seq. 
Sequences were selected from the human genome and decoded to color space. These simulated sequences 
were used to test the accuracy of each alignment tool. Maq, SHRiMP and CLCBio had over 95% accuracy; the 
other programs had a lower score, or are impractical in use. However Maq and CLCBio are a lot faster than 
SHRiMP. Then simulated reads were made with errors to test the accuracy between Maq and SHRiMP. SHRiMP 
is more accurate, but Maq is faster. A good way to do an analysis is to map the sequences first with Maq, 
because it is faster, and then to map the unmapped sequences with SHRiMP because it has greater accuracy 
and more detailed output files. 
The genome browser was made using Perl script with a connection to a MySQL database where the positions of 
the mapped reads are stored. Using three zoomlevels it is possible to browse through the data visually while 
still maintaining an overview. The page where the images of the different zoomlevels are visualized is made 
using PHP and JavaScript. With the mouse it is possible to select a region in a zoomlevel and the selected region 
is visualized in a zoomlevel below that. The browser gives a clear overview of the selected regions, and it is fast, 
it talks only a couple of seconds to select sub-regions and get to the lowest possible zoomlevel. It is possible to 
discover novel transcripts, splice variants and see differences in expression between different expreriments. 
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 Introduction 

2 Introduction 
A transcriptome is the full set of messenger RNA (mRNA) and non coding RNA molecules produced, or 
transcribed, in one or a group of cells. The term transcriptome can be applied to the total produced transcripts 
by one organism or to the total produced transcripts by a specific cell type or cells from a specific tissue or 
organ. The genome is similar and relative constant in organisms from the same species or strain, however the 
transcriptome can vary in different conditions, organs or tissues. 

2.1 Traditional RNA-seq 
A transcriptome represents all mRNAs expressed in a cell so it reflects the active genes from that cell. The use 
of next generation sequencing (NGS) to study the transcripome is called whole transcriptome shotgun 
sequencing (WTSS) or RNA-seq. There are different ways to prepare the sequences for sequencing. With 
traditional RNA-seq first the al the mRNA molecules needs to be isolated from cells, then transcribed to 
complementary DNA (cDNA) by use of the enzyme reverse transcriptase. A rough representation of this process 
is visualized in figure 1. The cDNA is sheered to usable size by means of an enzyme or sonification. If the cDNA 
molecule is too large it cannot be completely sequenced due to length limitations of next generation 
sequencers. Because of the deep coverage, RNA-seq can be used to measure absolute amounts of how many 
mRNA molecules are transcribed. And because of the high resolution, (novel) splice variants can be detected 
and maybe new transcripts. 

 
Figure 1: The basic principle from transcription and traditional RNA-seq.  Polyperase II transcribes a gene to RNA. This is 
pre messenger RNA (mRNA). The exons are spliced together. A poly-A-tail is ligated at the 5’ end. This is mature mRNA, or 
a transcript. The mRNA is isolated from the cell and by reverse transcriptase transcribed to complementary DNA (cDNA). 
This DNA is then fragmented or sheered. After library preparation these pieces of DNA get sequenced. After sequencing 
the obtained reads are mapped to a reference genome. 
 
The Sequencing by Oligo by Ligation Detection (SOLiD) from Applied Biosystems [1]system is a suitable platform 
for RNA-seq. Sequencing at this platform generates large number of reads, any number between 4 and 600 
million per library. Aligning (or mapping) these vast number of sequences against a reference genome requires 
a large amount of resources. Especially for this purpose the Hubrecht Institute owns a large computer cluster. 
This cluster consists of 106 central processing units (CPUs) with on average 4 gigabyte (Gb) of RAM memory. 
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The 106 cores are divided over 29 nodes. Every node has its own set of hard disks (HDs). The cluster is also 
connected to a tape drive to make backups of the calculated data. Every node is basically a large computer 
without a monitor, its sole purpose is to make calculations and run programs. The operating system installed 
on these nodes is openSUSE linux. Because it is a linux system, almost any alignment program available can be 
run on the cluster in parallel. This setup decreases the time it takes to align the reads generated by the in-
house SOLiD sequencer. Instead that alignment takes a couple of weaks on a single computer; it is only an 
overnight job for the cluster. To do an alignment on the cluster the ‘job’ needs to be split into smaller jobs and 
send to every node in the cluster. Every node on the cluster runs only a part of the large alignment job, 
simultaneously, or in parallel.  When all the small jobs are finished, the output is collected and merged to a 
larger output file. 

The hardware is only one part of the resource needed to process RNA-seq data. The other part is the software: 
the alignment tool. Because the SOLiD system produces color space sequences, an alignment tool needs to be 
able to handle kind of data. There are a lot of alignment programs available, but only a small number of these 
can use color space sequences. Therefore it is important that the right software is used, otherwise the 
alignment takes too much time, which could be spent aligning sequences from other experiments. The first 
question of this investigation is: what is the best alignment software to map SOLiD RNA-seq data, or small color 
space reads in general, in terms of speed, sensitivity or accuracy.  

The second part of this investigation is to visualize the RNA-seq data. There are a lot of visualization tool 
available. One of the commonly used tools to visualize genomic information is the genome browser developed 
at the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) [2]. A web based tool (accessible by a web-browser connected 
to internet). Another tool is the Ensembl genome browser[3]; a joint project from the European Molecular 
Biology Laboratory (EMBL), European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) [4] and the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute. 
At both genome browsers users can upload their own sequencing tracks and browse through it. The browser 
provides annotation, such as genes and transcripts, and a lot of other information like common single (or 
simple) nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and conservation with other mammals. The downsides are that I) 
these browsers display a lot of information, II) are relatively slow because they are commonly used, III) it is 
hard to zoom in to the nucleotide level to see individual reads and IV) the overview image of the chromosomes 
does not display sites of interests. And the most important thing is that is difficult to upload a large dataset 
containing an entire sequenced transcriptome. 
Because there is no perfect genome browser for RNA-seq data, the challenge is to develop one from scratch. 
The main goals of this browser are: speed - it needs to be fast, it must be able to visualize the amount of 
expression from each transcript; alternative splicing should be detectable and it must be possible to compare 
similar experiments in the same screen. 

To achieve this goal the genome browser must use all possible web technologies, such as MySQL and AJAX, to 
make it as fast, and flexible.  
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2.2 Alternative RNA-seq 
Traditional transcriptome sequencing involves in fragmenting the cDNA after reverse transcription. For this 
experiment a different approach is used. mRNA was isolated from the spleen of two model organisms 
described in figure 2.  

A 

 

B 

 
Figure 2: The two rat strains used for this experiment. A: Spontaneous hypertensive rat (SHR): an albino rat 
with slightly elevated blood pressure (hypertensive).  
B: Brown Norway with knocked out luxate (lx) gene (BN-Lx). This rat suffers from polydactyly-luxate syndrome 
due to knockout of the lx gene, and it has normal blood pressure (normotensive). 
Source: Charles River Laboratories: www.criver.com 

 
After isolation the mRNA is fragmented using the enzyme RNAse III, an enzyme that bind and cleaves double-
stranded RNA (dsRNA). The adapters from the Small RNA Expression Kit (SREK) from Applied Biosystems are 
ligated to the fragmented RNA and reverse transcriptase copies the RNA to cDNA. By using this method it is 
possible to sequence in a strand-specific manner. Traditional mRNA library preparation results in reads that can 
map to either strand, making it harder to identify the orientation of the transcript. 
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3 Theory 

3.1 SOLiD 
With the SOLiD system library preparation may be performed by any method that gives rise to a mixture of 
short, adaptor-flanked fragments. Emulsion PCR is used for the amplification of the library, where the 
amplicons are adhered to the surface of 1 µm primer coated paramagnetic beads. Bead enrichment removes 
any beads with no attached amplicons. Then the beads are immobilized on a solid planar substrate, co create 
an array. This results in a disordered array. Sequencing is driven by synthesis of probes by a ligase rather than a 
polymerase. A universal sequencing primer is hybridized to the adaptor sequence of the amplicon-bearing 
beads. Octamer probes with a fluorescent label are ligated to the primer sequence. The label has one of four 
dyes (colors), identifying a specific di-nucleotide-bond. After acquiring of the images of the labels, the probe is 
cleaved between positions 5 and 6. This removes the fluorescent label. (figure 3). The next round ligates 
another octamer probe to the previous one, allowing sequencing of every 5th di-base-bond. Ligation continues 
to the end of the sequence. Denaturation removes the primer and probe sequence, resetting the system. A 
different sequence primer is hybridized to the adapter sequence, one nucleotide shifted than the previous 
sequence primer. These steps are repeated five times in total.  

 
 
Figure 3: An example of a SOLiD sequencing probe. The 1st and the 2nd nucleotide are being interrogated. 
Nucleotide 3,4 and 5 are degenerate (n), the last three are universal (z). In this case TC which has a yellow label. 
After acquiring images of the labels, the probe is cleaved between position 5 and 6 resulting in removal of the 
fluorescent label. 

 

SOLiD uses octamer probes. The last three nucleotides of the probes are universal nucleotides. For every 
combination of the first five nucleotide there is a probe, resulting in 1024 different probes. Only the first two 
nucleotides are being interrogated (that is the first dinucleotide). The probes are labelled with one of four 
fluorescent dyes. Per dye there are 256 probes, however the probes are designed to only identify the first 
dinucleotide-bond, resulting in four different dinucleotides per label. For example a red signal can mean TA, 
GC, CG or AT (figure 3A).  

3.2 Color space 
The software of the SOLiD does not calculates the base calls, but returns the sequences as color space 
sequences, in which each character stands for one of four ‘colors’. Each color still represents a combination of 
two bases. The sequences are stored to a color space FASTA file (see figure 4A for an example). 

3.2.1 Di-base encoding 
The theory behind colorspace is that is contains more information than regular base sequences. While 
sequencing every base is read twice, once as the first nucleotide in a di-nucleotide, and second as the second in 
a di-nucleotide. Figure 3A shows the color space decoding matrix, any color base can be decoded to a 
combination of two bases, as long as one of the bases is known. In practice that means that a color space 
sequence can only be encoded to a base sequence if the first base is known. With SOLiD sequencing reads the 
first base is known, it is the last base of the sequencing primer, which has a known sequence. For an example of 
encoding see figure 3D. The color space sequence T011301211213330 can be encoded to the base sequence 
TTGTAACTCAGTATAA. However this is only possible if the first base is known. Because of this the SOLiD 
supplies the first base in a color space sequence as a normal base. Because the first base is a T and the next 
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color base is 0, the second base must be encoded as a T. The next color base is 1 and because the previous base 
was T, this color base encodes as a G. So it must be pointed out that when in color space an error occurs, the 
rest of the sequence encodes to a different sequence. Example figure  4E. At the 8th position there is an error in 
the color space sequence. A 1 was misread as a 3. From that position the base sequence is different from the 
original sequence. In bases this results in a difference in eight bases. So when aligning this sequence to its 
reference it would be discarded because 50% of the read does not match, but if one would align the same 
sequence but then in color space to a color space reference, the result would be an alignment with only one 
mismatch, and can still be an informative read. Also when a color space sequence is reversed and then 
encoded, it encodes the reverse complement of the same sequence. 

3.2.2 SNP 
A SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism) can be detected in color space as two adjacent color space chances. As 
shown in figure 5B, when a SNP occurs only three combinations of two color bases are possible. If any other 
combination is shown, it is not a SNP but then two adjacent measurement errors. A singe color space error is 
generally a measurement error. 

 

A      >1_49_385_F3 
       T331121002112022003021031200033 
       >1_50_88_F3 
       T121222032330110232112232020011 
       >1_50_504_F3 
       T100001333232212030130023101030 
       >1_50_648_F3 
       T010330222300203000000001000020 
       >1_50_1814_F3 
       T110020313211132110121301101021 
 
 
B     Reference    A A C C T A G G T G 
      color space   0 1 0 2 3 2 0 1 1 
      color space   0 1 3 1 3 2 0 1 1 
      Read in bp   A A C G T A G G T G 
 
C     Reference    A A C C T A G G T G 
      color space   0 1 0 2 3 2 0 1 1 
      color space   0 1 3 2 3 2 0 1 1 
      Read in bp   A A C G A T C C A C 
 
Figure 4: A: An example of a color space fasta (csfasta) file. 
B: SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism) in a sequence is commonly detected as two adjacent color base chances. 
C: A single color space error commonly means a measurement error from the sequencer. 
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Figure 4: A: The decoding matrix. A sequence in color space can be translated into a base sequence using this matrix as 
long as one of two bases is known. 
B: If a SNP occurs in the sequence GTC at the T position, there are only three combinations possible: GAC, GCC and GGC. In 
color space this results in two adjacent chances of color bases. Also in color space there are only three possible 
combinations possible for any given SNP. So only 1/3 of the color base combinations results can be classified as a SNP. 
C: Example of encoding. The base translation of a color base depends on the translation of the base in front of it. So a 
colorspace sequence can only be encoded if the first base is given as a base. 
D: Example of encoding with one color base error. At the position of the error the translation to bases is different. Aligning 
in color space will result in an alignment with one mismatch, while with bases in a complete mismatch. 
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4 Materials and methods 

4.1 Benchmarking 

4.1.1 Hardware 
16 Core computer (8 x 2.4 Ghz AMD Dual Cores), 64 Gb RAM. 

4.1.2 Software 

4.1.2.1 Mapreads  
Mapreads[5] is developed by Applied Biosystems and is part of the software which comes with the SOLiD 
system. The mapreads program is open source and is also downloadable from the Applied Biosystems website. 
Used version: 1.1.6. 

Mapreads is easy to install, after downloading and extracting it works. Mapreads consist of only one executable 
that needs to be run by the user. Other executables are called by the mapreads main executable. Mapreads has 
the option to include quality values in the mapping. The program works simple it can use the color space fasta 
file from the sequencer. Mapreads also requires a file with masks of equal lengths (one shorter than the reads 
of the inputfile) composed of ‘1’ and ‘0’. These masks are used as a pattern where the ‘1’ is a match and the ‘0’ 
is not a match or a mismatch. For every line in the maskfile mapreads creates a temporal outputfile, which are 
later joint together by another executable to create a single outputfile. The output of mapreads is far from 
complex, it has the same layout as the color space fasta file, except that the description line is expanded with 
comma-separated ‘position.mismatch’ information. If the reference is a multi sequence fasta file, as is the case 
with the genome of any complex organism, the positional information is in ‘seqnumber_position.mismatch’ 
format, where ‘seqnumber’ is the sequence number in the reference file in order of appended starting by one. 

4.1.2.2 SHRiMP 
The Short Reads Mapping Package (SHRiMP)[6] is a tool capable for aligning short sequencing reads against a 
reference.  
Used version: 1.2.0. 

SHRiMP is easy to install. After downloading the binaries it can immediately executed using the color space 
version of the SHRiMP software (rmapper-cs). There is a maximum of how many sequences can be loaded in 
the program, but a script is supplied with the binaries to split a fasta file into multiple fasta files. The input does 
not have to be converted to another format, the color space fasta file can be used as an input file, and the 
nucleotide space human genome was used as a reference. The output of the program is printed to the standard 
output (or in other words: directly to the screen), so it should be catched by the operating system to a file. The 
format of the output is in text, tab-seperated columns with the following values:  description of the reads; 
chromosome name; strand (‘+’ or ‘-’); start of the alignment in reference; end of the alignment in the 
reference; start of the alignment in the read; end of the alignment in the read; length of the read; alignment 
score and an editstring (figure 5). 
 
#FORMAT: readname contigname strand contigstart contigend readstart 
readend readlength score editstring 
>1_232338618_232338652_F3 1 + 232338618 232338652 1 35 35 3500 35 
>1_152386443_152386477_F3 1 + 152386443 152386477 1 35 35 3500 35 

>1_52125453_52125487_F3 1 + 52125453 52125487 1 35 35 3500 35 
>X_76341070_76341104_F3 1 + 177773172 177773202 1 31 35 3100 31 
>6_162013673_162013707_F3 1 + 28026692 28026726 1 35 35 3250 15T19 
>1_88387070_88387104_F3 1 + 88387070 88387104 1 35 35 3500 35 
Figure 5: Example of the output from SHRiMP. 
 
So the output is very informative. The editstring contains in a simple form all the positions of the mismatches 
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and color space errors. But in this test run there should be no mismatches so the editstring should contain no 
errors. But SHRiMP had not option to include the quality values in the alignment. 

4.1.2.3 BFAST 
BFAST (BLAT-like Fast Accurate Search Tool)[7] is a package of different programs to align sequences against a 
target genome. It is built for speed. For the target genome you need to create an index. This index can be very 
large in size around 150 GB for the human genome. 
Used version: 0.4.1. 

BFAST needed to be compiled before use. The compiled software package contains multiple executables which 
need to be executed by the user in an order, one executable for one of the specific steps in the BFAST 
workflow. The first steps are to create an indexed reference genome. First the reference genome needs to be 
translated to color space, next an index layout needs to be designed according to specific whishes of the 
alignment. In simple terms an index layout is a line of ‘0’s and ‘1’s, shorter than the length of the read 
sequences. The ‘0’ and ‘1’ characters will form a pattern where a ‘1’ is a perfect match during alignment and 
the ‘0’ is not. The more ‘1’s the quicker the alignment will be, but less accurate. For this experiment a simple 
index layout was designed and created. Using this layout an index of the human genome was made. However 
the memory requirement on the hard disk is a lot. 150 Gigabyte was needed to store the index of the human 
genome. 
It became clear that for every type of alignment a different index must be created for each reference genome. 
For a sensitive alignment a different index is required than when a quicker alignment is desired. Also in a 
cluster of computers all nodes need to store this index on their hard drive, the amount of data makes it 
impractical for a cluster. 

4.1.2.4 SOCS 
SOCS (Short Oligonuceotides in Color Space)[8] is a program designed for efficient mapping of SOLiD sequence 
data.  
Used version: 1.2.1. 

SOCS is a very user-friendly to use program. It has no option to give commandline arguments to the program 
but prompts the user for every argument. SOCS can use the color space fasta file with the reads without 
altering, however the reference genome must be splitted into single fasta files. A separate file for every 
chromosome. The sequences must places in a folder, and this folder is than given as one of the prompted 
arguments to SOCS as the reference. The program absolutely requires the quality values created by the 
sequencer. The output of SOCS is in multiple files, the names of the output files are automatically generated by 
the program, by adding an extension to the name of the folder containing the reference sequences. The main 
output file is with extension ‘.best.txt’. This file is in two parts, the first part contains a line with the 
indexnumber of the one of the chromosome files in the reference folder and a space and then the name of the 
chromosome file. The second part of the output file consists of space separated values: read number, 
chromosome, positon, strand and mismatches. 

Read number is the number which the reads appears in the sequence file, starting at ‘0’. 

4.1.2.5 CLCBio 
This a commercial alignment program from CLCBioSciences and is part of their NGS analysis suite. CLCBio[9] is a 
multi threaded application. 

The software needs to be compiled at a computer and it is part of an NGS analysis package. The executable to 
align small sequencing reads aganst a reference genome is ‘clc_ref_assemble_short’. This program needs only 
one argument ‘-c’ to run the alignment in color space. A reference genome in fasta format and sequencing 
reads in color space fasta format can be used without altering. The program uses all CPU’s available in the 
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computer; this can be an issue when trying to implement it in a cluster system. However it is efficient and 
quick.  

4.1.2.6 Maq 
Maq (Mapping and assembly with Quality)[10] can only work with the FASTQ format, a file format which has 
both the sequences of the read and the quality values ( the integer quality values are translated to ascii format) 
of the read in the same file. 
Maq does the alignment for color space reads in pseudo base space. It translates the ‘0’, ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’ and ‘.’ to 
‘A’, ‘T’, ‘C’, ‘G’ and ‘N’. Also the reference genome is translated color space pseudo bases. Next is does a normal 
alignment, treating the pseudo bases a regular bases. It cannot discriminate between SNPs and color space (or 
sequencing) errors. However quality values have a huge impact in the result of the alignment. 
Used version: 0.6.6. 

Maq is installed by extracting a downloaded archive. The Maq package contains of one executables and needs 
arguments to do different funtions. The command ‘maq fasta2bfq’ translates the nucleotide space reference 
into a binary format, then ‘maq fasta2csfa’ translates the same reference into pseudobases, and this must also 
be converted to binary with ‘maq fasta2bfq’. The read sequences and the quality files must first be converted 
to a single file, in fastq format. It contains five lines per sequence. The sequence of the read is in pseudo bases, 
and the quality values are in ascii format. The rest of the lines are for separation of the sequences and 
comments. A Perl script is supplied by Maq to do this for SOLiD sequencing reads. Then with ‘maq fastq2bfq’ 
the fastq file is translated into binary format. The command ‘maq map’ does the alignment. The output of this 
is in binary format. With ‘maq mapview’ the binary output is translated to a text format with tab-separated 
values. It consists of sixteen columns where some of them are only informative when using paired end 
mapping. In this experiment this is not the case so only the first columns are informative. (Figure 6.) 

Rat:1_4299_4333/1 1 4299 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 34 
Rat:1_6827_6861/1 1 6827 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 34 
Rat:16_6941_6975/1 1 7121 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 34 
Rat:2_114069459_114069493/1 1 7847 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 34 
Rat:9_10296_10330/1 1 10046 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 34 
Rat:2_114064895_114064929/1 1 12422 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 34 
Rat:9_13265_13299/1 1 13015 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 34 
Rat:19_15914_15948/1 1 13169 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 34 
Figure 6: Example of the output from Maq. 
 

The binary output of maq contains more information. With other commands it is possible to extract SNP 
information, create consensus sequences from the alignment, or an overview with the number of hits found 
per read. 

4.1.3 Simulated data 
The reference genome used for benchmarking is the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [11] 
assembly of the human genome build 36. The International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium (NGSC) 
have published their scientific analysis of the finished human genome [12]. 

The datasets are created using a Perl script. This script collects random substrings of 35 letters from the human 
genome. The substring is checked if it contains only A, T, C or G) and then stored in a FASTA file. In the 
description line the position where the substring was collected is stored. Another script decoded these 
sequences to color space by adding first a ‘T’ at the start of the sequence to mimic the last base of the 
sequencing primer which is also the first (and only) ‘normal’ base in SOLiD color space reads. Then the 
sequence is decoded in color space using the ‘T’ as the first base. 
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A set of 200 sequences was created to give all the alignment programs an initial test run and another set of 2 
million sequences for the first comparison test. Some of the alignment programs require the quality values 
from the sequencer to function. To simulate this for the 200 and 2 million sequences sets a file with the 
simulated quality values is generated by a Perl script.  

To test the accuracy of the programs with sequences with an error or a SNP, a subset is taken from the 
correctly mapped sequences used by the previous test. Every sequence is used five times to see what kind of 
error is the weak spot of the alignment software. To simulate quality values for maq hree different sets of 
quality values are used: a quality value of 35 for every base; random qualities between 0 and 25 for color space 
errors and between 30 and 45 for the rest and a set with the value ‘1’ for every position.  
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4.2 Visualization 

4.2.1 Data 
The sequencing reads used in this experiment are the sequenced transcriptomes from speen tissue from the 
SHR and BN-Lx. 

The reference genome used for this experiment is that of the Rat Genome Sequencing Consortium (RGSC) 
version 3.4 of the rat genome assembly. This is the genome of the common rat, or Brown Norway (BN). The 
transcript information that is used to annotate the sequencing data are based on the RGSC 3.4 rat genome 
assembly.  

4.2.2 Sofware 
• Perl 
• JavaScript 
• PHP 
• MySQL 

Maq has proven to be an accurate alignment program for color space sequencing reads (see section 5). For this 
project maq will be used to align the spleen transcriptiome sequences from BN-Lx and SHR. The settings of maq 
will be left at default settings, meaning that it can aligns up to two mismatches. Only singe best hit will be 
extracted with the ‘mapview’ command of maq. 

maq map -c spleen_SHR.map ~ /references/rat/human_full.csbfa 
SHR_Spleen.bfq 2> aln.logmaq map 

maq mapview spleen_SHR.map > spleen_SHR.view 

A Perl script parses the output in the last generated file from mapview and only stores the positional 
information to a text file with tab-delimited columns: name of the chromosome; start-position of the 
alignment; stop-position of the alignment; strand, forward or reverse (‘+’ or ‘-’); counts. 

A hash-map in the script is used to store all combinations of the positions. Because of the structure of a hash-
map the keys must unique. So there are more than one set of coordinates exactly the same, meaning that 
multiple reads map to the exact same location in the reference genome, the number of copies are stored in the 
value of the hash-map.  

4.2.3 Database 
To make the browser as fast as possible the mapping coordinates have to be stored in a database. So tables 
needed to be designed for a MySQL database. The first table is that of the positions of the reads. The structure 
of the table is shown in table 1. An int is an integer value, meaning a numerical value. A varchar is an 
alphanumerical value. It has basically the same order and values that the parsed maq output has. It has 
however an extra column, the identifier (id) column. This column is the primary key of the entries. This is a 
unique number to make absolutely sure that there are no double entries possible in the database. The In order 
to separate the different experiments is chosen to add an additional column in the table with an identifier (id), 
instead of making extra tables for every experiment.  
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 Field Type Description 

PK id int Unique number for identifying different reads 

 chromosome varchar The chromosome where the read was aligned to 

 start int Start-position of the alignment in the chromosome 

 stop int Stop-position of the alignment in the chromosome 

 strand enum('+','-') Aligned against forward or reverse strand 

 count int How many reads are mapped to the same coordinates 

FK ExperimentId int Identifier to what experiment this read belongs 

PK = primary key; FK = foreign key 
Table 1:The scheme from the position table in the database. 
 
This id is the primary key from another table; such an identifier is called a foreign key. This id points to a table 
with experiments (table 2). It contains the names from the experiment, and the foreign keys of the source 
organism and the reference organism used during alignment. This is separated because it can be possible that 
the strain from the organism where the sequenced samples are from is not yet (properly) sequenced. So for 
alignment a genome from a close related strain must be used. For instance with the rats. Both the SHR and BN-
Lx strains are not yet sequenced, so during alignment the genome from the BN was used. 

The organisms are listed in another table, the structure is shown in table 3.  

 Field Type Description 

PK id int Unique number for identifying different experiments 

 description varchar A description of what type of experiment this is 

FK organismId int Identifier of the organism where the sample originates 

FK referenseOrgId int Identifier of the organism what was used as reference during 
alignment 

FK userId int The identifier of the user who uploaded this experiment in the 
database 

PK = primary key; FK = fogeign key 
Table 2: Scheme for the experiments table in the database. 
 

 Field Type Description 

PK id int Unique number for identifying different organisms 

 description varchar A description about the organism genotype or phenotype 

 commonName varchar The common name of the organism 

 genus varchar The genus of the organism 

 species varchar The species of the organism 

 mutation varchar What kind of mutation the organism has 

PK = primary key 
Table 3: Scheme for the organisms table in the database. 

4.2.4 Annotation 
Annotation information was downloaded in GTF format, from Ensembl build 54 [13]. With a perl script this 
information was parsed. A Perl script extracts only the exons and stores the positional information in a tab-
separated file: chromosome; start-position; stop-position; strand; ensembl transcript id. 

This script generates a second file, while extracting the exon information it stores also the minimal start- and 
maximum stop-position of each transcript is stored, with the same format described above. 
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 Materials and methods 

Two tables are needed to store the information from this. The first table holds the exon information (table 4A) 
and the second table holds the information from the transcripts (table 4B). The tables share one element: the 
transcript Id from ensemble. This is to link them together. The transcript table also has a column with and 
foreign key to the organisms table, so that there can be more than one organism in this table. 
 

A  Field Type Description 

PK id int Unique number for the exons 

 start int Start-position of the exon 

 stop int Stop-position of the exon 

 strand enum('+','-') Forward or reverse strand 

FK transcript varchar Esembl transcriptId 

  
  
B  Field Type Description 

PK id int Unique number for the exons 

 start int Start-position of the exon 

 stop int Stop-position of the exon 

 strand enum('+','-') Forward or reverse strand 

 transcript varchar Esembl transcript id 

FK organismId int organism id from the reference organism 

PK = primary key; FK = foreign key 
 Table 4:  The two schemes for holding the annotation data (transcripts) in the database. A: the exon information. B: 

transcript information. 
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4.2.5 Tag browser 
The user first selects an organism from the list. For this experiment the rat. Then the next page will ask the user 
to select experiments, available in the database. On the next page a chromosome can be selected and the user 
is directed to the browser page.  

A 

 

B 

 
 
Figure 7: A: Sipmple overview of the genome browser. It has three zoomlevels. A chromosomal overview, a transcript 
zoomlevel and a reads zoomlevel. The user can select in each of these images a region. The selected sub region is then 
displayed in the zoomlevel below. Exept for the last zoomlevel (reads). If a subregion is selected there the reads 
zoomlevel image changes instead. 
B: A screenshot from the browser. It has the same layout as the scheme (A). The left side of the page is the menu: Home is 
the start page of the browser, browse is the browsepage (this page). Below are arrows to go forward of backbards in the 
history (to go to the previous selected coordinates), the Ensembl link links to the ensemble genome browser to the 
coordinates displayed in the reads zoomlevel and the sequence link shows a new page with the substring of the 
chromosome displayed in the reads zoomlevel. 
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The browser works with three images, so called zoomlevels (Figure 7). On top of the page there is a listing with 
all the chromosomes from the selected organism and the selected chromosome is highlighted. Below that is 
the first image it represents the entire chromosome. There is only a x-axis drawn, because the y-axis has no 
absolute information. On the x-axis there are markings for every mega base (one million bases) and a number 
at every 10 mega bases. 
The picture itself is drawn by Perl using the Graphics Display (GD) interface and the Perl Database Interface 
(DBI). First the size from the chromosome is queried from the database. Then another query loads all positional 
information from the database from the selected chromosome and selected experiments. For each selected 
experiment an array is filled with the counts of the reads in that ‘window’. The arrays are as large as the picture 
is wide in pixels. This is always smaller than the smallest chromosome. So every index from the array can be 
around 1000 bases to 20 mega bases. To calculate this the start-position queried from the database is divided 
by the length of the chromosome in bases, and then multiplied by the width of the picture in pixels.  This 
number is then the index for the array, and one is added to that element. Then the 99% highest value is 
extracted from the array, any value higher than this set to this 99% value. This must be done because if there is 
only one outlier in the array, the rest of the peaks are not visible in the image. By using the values from the 
array as coordinates line is drawn from element one to element 2, and from element 2 to element 3, till the 
end of the array. And this for every experiment, each in a different color. (Figure 8AB). 

A 

 
B 

 
 
Figure 8: Chromosome zoomlevel. The overview image and the top image of the browser. A: The script behind this which 
generates the image is a Perl script using the GD library and DB Interface. The script requests all the positions from the 
database and generates an array.  
B: This array is used to draw an image a line graph. Axes are added with markings every megabase and a number every 10 
megabases. 
 

The next zoomlevel is a sub region from the previous zoomlevel. This zoomlevel is called transcriptlevel. It is 
minimal one megabase small and at most 20 megabases in size. It has a division between the forward 
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and reverse strand (Figure 9). The script that generates this image is in principe the same as the 
chromosome zoomlevel schript. Only that it makes barplot instead of a line graph and it is divided 
between the two stands. Again the bars are topped if they are larger than the 99% highest value, and 
if that is true the bar has a little horizontal line on top of it. But it is absolutely different in a way that is 
also requests the positions of transcripts in the selected region and draws these as small black blocks 
below or above the barplots, depending of what strand it is positioned. 

 

The final zoom level is the most informative (figure 10). This zoomlevel is the reads zoomlevel. Instead of 
transcripts the exons are visualized. The program queries the exons from the database and groups them 
together according to the transcript id. The script stacks the transcripts so that they are not drawn over one 
another. The exons from the same transcript are linked together with a line, so that is it clear that they are 
from the same transcript.  

The user in the browser can use the mouse to select a region in the chromosome zoomlevel. This region is 
highlighted and the absolute coordinates in that chromosome are calculated using the start and stop-positions 
of the selected region in the image. The absolute coordinates are then sent to the transcript zoomlevel script, 
and an image is drawn. This selecting is done using JavaScript. It records the coordinates of the mouse when a 

A 

 

B 

 
 
Figure 9: Transcript zoomlevel. A: This script requires a start- and stop-coordinates, it queries the positions of the reads 
between these coordinates. It makes an array for the forward strand and the reverse strand. These arrays are used to 
generate barblots. The script also request the start- and stop-positions from the transcripts between the given 
coordinates and visualizes these as horizontal bars.  
B: The arrays are used to draw the barplots. The information at the y-axis is the estimated coverage. 
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region is selected. In the transcript zoomlevel another region can be selected and these coordinates are sent to 
the reads zoomlevel. In the reads zoonlevel it is also possible to select a region, and those coordinates are used 
to redraw the reads zoomlevel image. 

 

A 

 
B 

 
Figure 10: Reads zoomlevel: A: Scheme of the script that generates the image requires a start- and stop-position, 
chromosome and one experiment id. The script requests the positions from the database and stores these in an array. 
This array is stacked so that the reads, drawn as blocks, are not drawn over each other. The color of the reads represents 
the counts in a shade of black/red. More red is more reads at that location. The meaning of the colors are visualized in 
the legend at the right side of the image. Another query selects all exons from the transcripts between the start- and 
stop-position and stacks these the same way as the reads, the exons from the same transcripts are joined with a nicked 
line and the exons are drawn as black blocks. 
B: An example of a reads zoomlevel image.  
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5 Results Benchmarking 
All the programs (with the exception of BFAST) were tested with the default arguments, if it is possible to alter 
these, and then the output was used to design Perl scripts to parse the output of the specific program, and 
then the Perl scripts were used to parse the output. The scripts only verifies the position of the best hit with 
the coordinates in the description line, where the position is stored of where the sequence is located in the 
human genome. So the script can calculate a number between zero and 200, representing the accuracy of the 
programs. That number can be expressed in percentages, which are represented in figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: The accuracy of the alignment programs after the test run with 200 sequences. All programs score above 80%, 
only mapreads scores 30%. SHRiMP and SOCS have the highest score: 95%. 

 

It is remarkable that not one program managed to get a 100% accuracy, although SHRiMP, CLCBio and SOCS are 
close. Mapreads has a very poor score, but that can be due that this program does not use an alignment but 
uses only a sort of mash lookup using the masks supplied in the maskfile. 

The next step, now that all programs are working, is to try to map two million simulated reads. The 200 reads 
set is to small to make a comparison about the speed of the programs, because the alignment was on such a 
small dataset, the overhead (‘startup-time’) of the programs may be different. The two million dataset should a 
more fair comparison.  
It was not difficult to get the programs working, however SHRiMP needed to be run on the cluster because it 
was still running while the other programs where already finished. SOCS was also fairly difficult to get to work, 
because the output of this program overwrites the output from a previous run because it automatically 
generates the names of the output files, so if the same reference is used twice the output of the first alignment 
is lost if not manually copied to another location. And SOCS also reports in the output the reads as indexes in 
which they appear in the sequence file, makes it difficult to let it run in a cluster system. Also it is limited in the 
arguments the user can provide to the program. SOCS was excluded from further testing. 
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A 

 

B 

 

Figure 12: A: The result from the alignment with two million sequences. A: The difference in speed between the 
programs. All programs are finished within eight hours, only SHRiMP uses a lot more time, around a month. 
B: The accuracy of the different program with in blue before and in red after removal of repetitive sequences from the 
output. SHRiMP scores the best.. Maq and CLCBio have similar results and mapreads scores only 35% accuracy. 

 

The finishing time of the programs is visualized in figure 12A. The hours are normalized for one CPU. SHRiMP 
was executed on the cluster so the actual time is around one month. CLCBio was finished in 46 minutes, but it 
used 10 CPU’s to do the alignment. 

By dividing the number of correct mapped simulated reads reported by the Perl scripts by two million a score is 
calculated. This number is shown in figure 12B, and it indicates the accuracy of the programs. It was clear that 
none of the programs managed to reach 100% accuracy also with the two million sequences. Then with 
megablast[14], an alignment tool to quickly align small reads to a reference genome in nucleotide space was 
used to check the non-decoded simulated dataset for repetitive sequences. Megablast reported a couple of 
reads which could be mapped to different regions in the genome, with a perfect alignment; these sequences 
are 0,006% of the two million reads. So another accuracy calculation was made after removing the repetitive 
sequences from the output files from all the programs. The accuracy of SHRiMP did not change significantly, 
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while the accuracy of the other programs increased. For mapreads there was a change made in the aguments 
because by default it reports 1000 hits per read, and it was decreased to 100 because otherwise the outputfile 
would report a lot of false positives, but for this test it was reverted back to 1000. Unfortunately the accuracy 
was still only 35%, and the test set only contained perfectly mappable reads. Therefore mapreads was removed 
from further testing. The best programs: maq, SHRiMP and CLCBio have passed this test with all over 90% 
accuracy. Unfortunately the license for CLCBio was expired, so it could not be used anymore. 

There are only two programs still on the list: maq and SHRiMP. For the next test another dataset was created. A 
dataset which tests the programs for their ability to map reads with SNPs and color space errors. So a subset of 
400.000 reads was selected at random out of the reads that could be mapped perfectly by all alignment 
programs without the repetitive sequences. Then in these sequences there were five types of errors 
introduced, listed in table 5. 

Bin Types and numbers of errors 
1 one SNP 
2 one SNP and one color space error 
3 one color space error 
4 two color space errors 
5 three color space errors 

 

Table 5: The five bins and the number and types of errors in each bin. 
 

The errors are introduced at random by a Perl script. However: in every set of five sequences the errors are 
cumulative, meaning that the SNP in sequence 1 (see list above) is the same SNP in sequence 2 and one of the 
singe color space errors is the same in sequences 2, 3, 4 and 5. It is also possible that in sequence 4 and 5 a 
color space error is adjacent to another color space error, if that was the case it was checked that is was not 
the same two color changes that could be counted as a SNP. To simulate the quality values, since this is not 
optional in maq, it should be fair to SHRiMP. Two sets of quality values were generated: Random quality value 
between 0 and 20 for a base with color space error and a random value between 25 and 40 for the rest 
(including SNPs) and a set with Equal qualities for color space errors and the rest  a value of 35. 

This is also a good test to see if the quality values make a difference in the result of maq. The positions of the 
errors were converted to a numerical sequence, because maq does not tolerate any other characters than 
numbers in the description lines. Because the number and position and type of the errors is stored in the 
description line, it is easy to recalculate the description line to one of the ‘bin’ types listed above. And so it is 
easy to control what the weak spot is of the alignment programs. 
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Figure 13: The results for SHRiMP from the dataset with introduced errors. On the y-axis are the bins listed in table 
R1. SHRiMP performs above 95% positive for evey error type. The number of negatives (wrong mapped reads) is less 
than 5% for each bin and the number of negatives (not mapped at all) is below 1%. 

 

 
In figure 13 the results are listed for SHRiMP. Positives are sequences mapped at the correct location, so 
correctly aligned despite the errors in the sequence. Negatives is the part of the sequences that are mapped at 
the wrong location. And the ‘not found’ part are sequences which do not show up in the output of the 
alignment at all. Only the best scored hit was used to create the figure. SHRiMP has almost a perfect score with 
all the different error types, only in bin 1 and 2 it reports around 4% negatives, but these are the only 
sequences with a SNP. So color space errors are no problem for SHRiMP only with SNPs it has some trouble, 
however over 95% positively mapped is still very accurate. 

Maq on the other hand has poor scores if the total number of errors in the read is three. And a SNP counts for 
two errors. Bin 2 and 5 contain three errors, and according to figure R4A the positive rate is low. However 
where the number of errors is less than three maq scores a high number of positives. This is the dataset with 
equal quality values. The dataset with random quality values, and lower quality for places with errors the 
results are similar for the reads with less than three errors. Where there are more than three errors the 
positive rate is higher according to figure 14B. This is strange because the reads are the same, the only 
difference are the quality values. So quality makes a huge impact in alignment with maq. By looking closer in 
the maq manual it became clear that maq has another important argument. It has a cutoff for the cumulative 
quality value of the mismatches. By default that is cutoff is 70. Maq does the alignment not in color space and 
makes no difference during alignment between SNPs and color space errors. In the dataset  with equal quality 
values of 35 it is a simple calculation to see that three times 35 is higher than 70, so that can be the reason that 
maq scores poorly with this data. With the random quality values the quality score for errors is not higher than 
20, however with a SNP the quality is between 25 and 40. So it is a matter of chance that the cumulative quality 
values of the mismatches is above 70. So another test with maq was made with equal quality values of 1 for all 
the bases. So all cumulative mismatch quality scores are below 70. And that changes the result. In figure R4C 
the results are visualized. Because of the low quality also for perfect mappable bases, maq reports more 
negatives in all the error types. So quality is a big issue. But with real SOLiD sequencing data it is not realistic 
that the quality is that low. With average quality reads from the SOLiD, maq shoud perform well. 
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Figure 14: The results for Maq with the simulated two million sequences with errors. On the y-axis are the numbers of the 
bins with the errors listed in table R1.  
A:  Dataset with equal quality values of 35 for each position. Maq performs good, almost 99% positives. However in the 
sequences with a SNP the positives are below 10% and most sequences could not be aligned at all. 
B: Dataset with random quality values. The quality is now lower for color space errors so now Maq can align more SNPs, 
results for the bins without SNPs are similar to the previous dataset. 
C: Dataset with 1 as quality value for every base. The positive rate is lower than in the other datasets. The results 
throughout the bins are similar.  
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 Conclusion 

6 Conclusion 
There are not a lot of alignment programs available capable of aligning SOLiD color space reads. However there 
are some that are promising. Mapreads is not, it gives poor results, and it makes not a real alignment. SOCS is 
too limited to be flexible, and it gives no control of the names of the output file, so two persons cannot use the 
same reference genome at the same time. Also the output does not report the names of the read, only and 
index in which order the read appears in the input sequence file, making it hard to let it be run by a cluster. The 
licence of CLCBio was expired so it could not be tested further; however it is easy to use and has good results in 
terms of speed and accuracy. So this is a program worth mentioning for recommendation. 

Maq and SHRiMP are the best programs for aligning color space reads. However SHRiMP is more accurate than 
Maq with reads with SNPs and color space errors. Maq is on the other hand faster with the default values. So a 
consensus is the best option for mapping. First all the reads should be mapped by maq. Since it is faster than 
SHRiMP. Then the reads which could not be mapped by maq have relative more errors than the mapped reads. 
This set can then be mapped by SHRiMP. This should be faster than just let SHRiMP map all of the reads.  
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7 Results Visualization  

7.1 Speed 
To measure the speed that it takes to generate every image from each zoomlevel, a test was done. The results 
are listed in table 6. For the first zoomlevel the entire chromosome was used as region, because the script 
generates an image from the entire chromosome. In table V1A is listed the speed it takes to generate the 
image. Also the time to query the MySQL databast is in the table. To determine the speed it takes to generate 
the images from the other zoomlevels, a region was selected from the densest chromosome. That is 
chromosome 10. It has the most reads per base, mapped to it. The regions in table V1B and C are random 
selected from chromosome 10, with the maximum size the script can use: 20 mega bases. The times are listed 
in table V1B. It shows that the more reads are loaded from the database, the longer it takes to make the image.  
The query is in all cases fast. The less complex the query to the database is, the faster it is. In the chromosome 
zoomlevel there is only a selection per chromosome and experiments. In the other zoomlevels the query is 
more precise for a particular region in the chromosome. To clarify this an example for two SQL queries:  

Chromosome zoomlevel query: 
SELECT start, stop, strand, count FROM positions WHERE organismId = 1 
AND chromosome = “X” and ExperimentId = 1; 

Reads zoomlevel query: 
SELECT start, stop, count, strand FROM position WHERE ExperimentId = 
1 AND chromosome = “X” AND stop > 12345 AND start < 169803; 

A Chromosome zoomlevel 
Chromosome size (bases) Number of reads Query time (s) Total time (s) 
1 267,910,886 294,785 1.20E-5 57.58 
2 258,207,540 195,295 1.30E-5 48.19 
3 171,063,335 186,621 1.40E-5 21.01 
4 187,126,005 167,946 1.40E-5 16.43 
5 173,096,209 172,774 1.30E-5 6.60 
6 147,636,619 132,883 1.30E-5 34.23 
7 143,002,779 161,569 1.10E-5 48.06 
8 129,041,809 140,314 1.30E-5 9.95 
9 113,440,463 107,939 1.40E-5 12.54 
10 110,718,848 194,562 1.40E-5 9.50 
11 87,759,784 77,118 1.70E-5 24.36 
12 46,782,294 80,516 1.30E-5 10.76 
13 111,154,910 103,457 1.30E-5 17.37 
14 112,194,335 100,987 1.30E-5 9.08 
15 109,758,846 87,061 1.30E-5 6.92 
16 90,238,779 77,963 1.20E-5 13.16 
17 97,296,363 95,102 1.20E-5 22.74 
18 87,265,094 74,279 1.30E-5 13.41 
19 59,218,465 73,302 1.30E-5 3.06 
20 55,268,282 73,535 1.40E-5 5.37 
X 160,699,376 84,777 1.30E-5 20.93 

Average 129,470,525 127,752 1.32E-5 19.58 
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B Transcript zoomlevel 

Region Number of entries Reads query (s) Transcript query (s) Total time (s) 
10:55132373-75132373 19,116.00 2.67 0.02 3.25 
10:63838028-83838028 12,994.00 3.99 0.02 4.42 
10:69402472-89402472 8,449.00 7.85 0.02 8.15 
10:45933973-65933973 9,659.00 0.04 0.02 0.35 
10:50006455-70006455 11,493.00 5.88 0.02 6.25 
10:14151437-34151437 14,562.00 3.85 0.02 4.29 
10:79462763-99462763 13,751.00 7.93 0.02 8.36 
10:20882242-40882242 10,511.00 2.52 0.02 2.86 
10:10095935-30095935 16,470.00 3.34 0.02 3.82 
10:58130385-78130385 14,633.00 5.97 0.02 6.42 
10:33176389-53176389 22,406.00 6.75 0.02 7.40 
10:8442811-28442811 12,827.00 2.37 0.02 2.77 
10:517394-20517394 7,824.00 0.01 0.02 0.26 
10:372154-20372154 21,814.00 0.04 0.02 0.65 
10:1259385-21259385 13,800.00 0.03 0.02 0.43 

Average 14,020.60 3.55 0.02 3.98 
 

  
C Reads zoomlevel 

Region Number of reads Reads Query (s) Exon Query (s) Total Time (s) 
10:39547632-39647632 110 1.90E-5 1.60E-5 0.60 
10:45488256-45588256 483 1.90E-5 1.60E-5 0.67 
10:86706518-86806518 31 2.00E-5 1.70E-5 0.32 
10:34385056-34485056 12 1.80E-5 1.60E-5 0.30 
10:104925071-105025071 27 1.90E-5 1.60E-5 0.33 
10:71205365-71305365 612 1.90E-5 1.70E-5 0.81 
10:55087464-55187464 137 1.90E-5 1.60E-5 1.39 
10:87682807-87782807 146 2.10E-5 1.60E-5 0.62 
10:74934888-75034888 11 1.80E-5 1.60E-5 0.31 
10:13339610-13439610 100 2.00E-5 1.50E-5 1.33 
10:16333722-16433722 33 2.00E-5 1.60E-5 0.29 
10:11162960-11262960 181 2.40E-5 1.40E-5 0.63 
10:35494233-35594233 11 1.90E-5 1.60E-5 1.36 
10:54750552-54850552 270 2.00E-5 2.10E-5 0.69 
10:27095828-27195828 26 2.00E-5 1.50E-5 0.28 

Average 146 1.97E-5 1.62E-5 0.66 
 

  
Table 6: speed of the different zoomlevel scripts. 
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7.2 Variants 
To show that the browser is able to visualize the transcripts in detail and that it is possible to see other variants 
than just the expression of the known exons some intressting regions were selected using the browser, which 
could only be discovered  by this visualization tool and not by other visualization tools. 

 

A 

 
B 

 
Figure 15: Chromosome 13 position (bases): 75.456.244 - 75.501.198 
A: This shows a small transcript containing of only one exon, the transcript has Enselmbl id: ENSRNOT00000036504. The 
exon is relative small according to the Ensembl annotation. However the region where the reads are aligned according to 
the browser is a lot larger in size.  
B: According to the Ensembl genome browser the region where the reads map according to figure A is not conserved 
according to the GERP scores, only small regions. However according to the Rat RefSeq/EMBL clustering it is a conserved 
region in the rat’s genome. 
 

Figure 15A shows a region from chromosome 13 with a transcript containing one exon (429 bp), annotated by 
the Ensembl transcript data. However the mapped reads from both SHR and BN-Lx suggest a larger exon at the 
3’end. Also in the 5’ region there are a lot of mapped reads, suggesting there the transcript contains more than 
one exon, or that the gene contains additional transcripts. This is backed up by the Gerp alignment scores [15], 
indicating conserved regions in the genome using 31-way multiple alignments: there are some conserved 
regions in this section of the genome, but the size of the conserved regions is about the size of the annotated 
exon (figure 15B). 

Another example of variants is the example in figure 16. In this figure there is a transcript shown with all four 
exons expressed. (Figure 16A for BN-Lx and 16B for SHR.) With only one thing different than the annotation: 
the 5’ UTR[16] is a lot larger. Also compared to the other exons in the transcript it is more expressed. This is 
true in both the BN-Lx and the SHR. The 5’ region is not conserved at all according to the Gerp scores in the 
Ensemble genome browser (figure 16C). 
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A 

 
B 

 
C 

 
Figure 16: Chromosome 13, positions (bases): 44.897.005 -  44.914.678. Shown transcript has Ensembl 
id: ENSRNOT00000010716. 
AB: It is clear that this transcript is completely expressed, all exons are transcribed. However the 5’ 
UTR region is larger according to the mapped reads. And this is present in both organisms: BN-Lx 
(image A) and SHR (image B). 
C: The region from image A and B shows not a high conservation in the Ensembl genome browser. 
Only certain areas are conserved, not the entire region expressed at the 5’ UTR site. 
  

In figure 17 there is an example of different expressions in the two organisms. The blue color is BN-Lx and red is 
SHR (figure 17A). Some exons are high expressed in SHR and low in BN-Lx and vice versa. It could be possible 
that in either animal another transcript is expressed. It is hard to make out which transcript is expressed 
because they share most of their exons and are roughly the same in size. Also interesting is the 3’ region. Here 
a lot of expression without any annotation. And again there is some conservation according to the Gerp scores 
in Ensembl (figure 17B). 
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Figure 17: Chromosome X, positions (bases): 83.707.354 - 83.791.634, the shown transcripts has Enembl id: 
ENSRNOT00000043458 (top) and ENSRNOT00000040148 (bottom).  
A: An example of splicing. Because these two transcripts share most of their exons it is hard to determine what transcript 
is active, or in what ratio to one another. However it is clear to see that between the two organism (BN-Lx in blue and 
SHR in red) have a different expression of this gene. Some exons are not highly acrive in the SHR. So it could be possible 
that there is another (not annotated in Ensembl) splice variant active in SHR than in BN-Lx. 
B: There is also a large region before the first exon expressed shown in image A. It could be possible there is another 
exon, or exons present at that location. This is confirmed in the Ensembl genome browser. Which shows conservation at 
some locations indicated in image A as not annotated and expressed. 
 
In figure 18A is a transcript where all exons are expressed, however there is a large region between two exons 
which is highly expressed, this is also a highly conserved region according to the Gerp scores in Ensembl (figure 
18B). So it could be possible there are more exons in this region. 

A 

 
B 

 
Figure 18: Chromosome 1, positions (bases): 95847511 – 95868584. 
A: Here is a gene with multiple transcripts. There is however a large region expressed between two exons. This could be 
another exon. 
B: according to the Ensembl genome browser the region expressed in image A is partially highly conserved. So it could be 
possible that another exon is present here.  
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H-19 is gene for a long noncoding RNA [17]. It is not yet annotated, however in the region where it is located in 
the mouse there are reads found mapped to the location in both SHR and BN-Lx (figure 19). This in an example 
that also novel transcripts can be found. The H-19 gene is not unknown but it is annotated in the Ensembl 
database. 

 
Figure 19: Chromosome 1, position (bases) 202981938 – 20309673. 
In this region of the chromosome 1 a non-coding transcript is located: H-19. It is not annotated however there is evidence 
that this gene is H-19. 
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8 Conclusion 
The browser is a useful tool to visualize RNA-seq data. Splice variants and putative exons are identifiable. Also 
not annotated transcripts are found. Difference in expression is not really clear to see between different 
transcripts, however it is visible if a transcript is highly expressed or not. Only a relative difference is visible. For 
a lot of transcripts there is more expression at the 3’and the 5’ UTRs, and in most cases the UTRs seems to be 
longer than annotated in the ensemble database. The speed of the browser is high because of the use of 
JavaScript, it only loads a part of the webpage, instead of the entire page. It is user-friendly, and gives a clear 
overview of the selected region.   
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9 Discussion 

9.1 Benchmarking 
The benchmarking was successful in determining if a program is able to aligning color space reads to a 
reference genome. Instead of a real benchmarking between head-to-head software in terms of speed, accuracy 
and sensitivity it was more a test run to get the programs working and to find out if they are able to map in 
color space, instead of base space. But the result was not disappointing. However there is not a single program 
that can do it all at one (speed, accuracy and/or sensitivity). It would have been nice to spend more time to the 
benchmarking of Maq and SHRiMP, and to use more different datasets. For this benchmarking it was chosen to 
use simulated data because then the correct outcome of the alignment was known, and so the ‘perfect’ score 
was available and so it was possible to see how far a program is from the 100% score. It should also been nice 
to use real biological data and test these by the programs, however then only a comparison was the result of 
the test, it is not possible to calculate a 100% score, but speed can be compared none the less.  

Nowadays more and more programs are rising up able to align color space reads. One example is the Imagenix 
Sequence Alignment System (ISAS)[18], a commercial alignment package from Imagenix. 

9.2 Visualization 
The browser is successful in visualizing transcriptome data, also comparison between two or more experiments 
is possible. The browser is flexible enough to also work with other kinds of sequencing data, instead of only 
transcriptome data. Also other organisms can be loaded and annotated. However not all reads could be aligned 
to the reference, because the assembly of the rat genome is not complete. The current assembly contains still a 
lot of ‘N’ nucleotides, indicating that any given nucleotide can be present at that location. Also in between exon 
there are still a lot of ‘N’s, so it is not possible yet to say if there is an exon present at that location.  

9.2.1 Additional features 
To make the browser a full functional piece of software additional features should be introduced. For instance: 
custam tracks, like the wigl tracks used by the UCSC genome browser. Another feature is to extend the 
browsing capabilities with buttuns to jump to next regions (jumps of 10 mega bases). Also the color space 
sequences can be stored in the database, and by making another page in the browser it should be possible to 
see the mapped reads as sequences to the reference, also as sequence. The exons are then highlighted by 
making these bases bold.  
Another useful feature can be to let users able to login and store regions they find interesting to a personal 
table in the database.  

9.2.2 Speed increase 
The browser was made with in mind to make it as fast as possible. However the machine it was developed and 
tested on was not a state of the art machine. By increasing the capacity of the hardware the speed of the 
browser will increase. But also some changes in the software of the browser can make it faster. For instance 
the reads in the database are now stored according to the chromosome they are mapped against, a 
chromosome is still a large region and because the browser only shows a part of a chromosome at a time 
(sometimes not more that 1%) it may be possible to store the reads not by chromosome but by a subregion of 
the genome, per 10 megabases for instance. Also it could be possible to divide the reads over more than one 
table.  
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